HOLY EMOJIS - TALK TO ME
Managing the Extrovert
Engaging the Introvert

Using Emojis in the Galleries

1. As the docent, I choose an emoji and an art object that relates to the emoji. I then show my tour group my emoji and discuss how it relates to the art object I chose.

2. Next I give each visitor an emoji, have them look around the gallery and choose an art object that relates to their emoji and think about why. More than one person can choose the same art object.

3. We gather together and visit each art object, at which time the visitor will explain their emoji and how the piece relates to it.

4. Some sample emojis are attached.
Thinking
Pensive
Screaming in Fear
SAD
Grimacing
Pile of POO
Wonder
Lovely
Brave
Calm
Lonely
Holy
Quiet